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 Well we have reached the last issue of our club publication 'IN miniature' for the year. Although I had in-
tended to do this 'Korean War' special for last issue, it did not yet eventuate then for the reason that it be-
came obvious that it would not be possible to produce an issue in time for distribution at the September 
meeting due to the fact that the concept entailed me doing a large amount of drawings which takes up a lot 
of time. 
       
 I did not give up on the concept however. Work continued and issue 16/4 is the result of those endeavours. 
This issue includes a major article on the use of the MiG-15 in the Korean war - as far as I know the most 
extensive thing that has been published in English on the matter from the Modeller's point of view. I have 
drawn from printed Russian sources for this and have been able to cut out much speculation that has 
plagued previous Western publications on the subject. For instance they DID NOT carry Red Stars that peo-
ple such as Squadron-Signal would have you believe.  
 
 There are also large articles on the use of Meteors in Korea by 77 Sqn, the RF-80s of 15 and 45 TRS 
USAF and B-26 Invaders. I have also included small articles on the NKPAF and RAAF/RAN involvement 
apart from the Meteors. There were many more subjects that I would have liked to cover (such as 'Tiger 
Flight' of 25 FIS with their F-80s and F-86s) but the limitations of space and time did not allow it. I will proba-
bly cover some other aspects with the occasional article over the next few years. BTW if you wonder why 
there is no Army/ RAN material in this issue, well that is because no-one contributed any !! 
 
 We also had another look at more of the exemplary models of Tim Prosser from W.A. and in this issue 
courtesy of Mick Elst were photos of ALL the models that were at the Sep, Oct and Nov 2002 meetings 
(unfortunately these can not be fitted into the printed version). I would have liked to run a list of all the win-
ners from the Annual Competitions in November but did not receive the list of results from the Committee 
before publication. However I would like to congratulate Gary Wickham for winning 'Model of the Year', 'Best 
Large Scale Aircraft' etc with his exemplary 1/48 scale Su-27 built from the less than brilliant (before he got 
at it) Academy Model. 
 
 Apologies if any of the drawings etc don’t come out clearly in this printed version. That is a problem with 
printing coloured drawings in B/W due to the contrast between different colours not being strong enough for 
B/W reproduction. Unfortunately there is not enough time to do a separate set of drawings optimised for 
‘grey scale’ which is the only way around that problem. 
 
 

Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
 
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted 

and cannot be reproduced without written permission 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
       Ryde City Bowling Club 
       Blaxland Road 
       Top Ryde NSW 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
       If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 
or write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

 When, on 25 June 1950. the North Koreans invaded South Korea, 
their Air Force consisted of a motley group of ex WWII types. The 
major types in use were the IL-10 attack aircraft and the Yak-9P 
fighter. Technically these are not really WWII types as the airframes 
were built post war, but the basic types that they were developed 
from were. 
 
 While IL-10 production (a development of the famous IL-2) was initi-
ated during 1945, the majority of airframes were built post war. The 
Yak-9P was an all metal development of the war time Yak-9U which 
like all previous Yaks had been built out of wooden components. 
Yak-9P production started in 1948. 
       
 Another type used in fairly large numbers by the NKPAF was the 
Tu-2 but not many of them were met by U.N forces. Apart from that 
there was a very mixed motley group of types used for training, 
transport and communication which even included some ex Japa-
nese types left behind from the Japanese occupation of Korea prior 
to Aug 1945 (see photos attached). 
 
 Later in the war the NKPAF had more modern types such as MiG-15 
fighters and IL-28 bombers. 
 

 Colours  
 
 National Insignia - Red Star outlined with Red & Blue circles. Usu-
ally with a White background to make it stand out from the camou-
flage in Four locations (no upper wing). 
 
Airframe Colours - IL-10s were Dark Green above with Light Blue 
lower surfaces. These would be the original Russian (VVS) colours 
which were the same at this period. Yak-9Ps appear to be Light Grey 
overall from the available photos. Both types used numbers on the 
tail surfaces for individual aircraft identification - in White for IL-10s 

and Black for the Yaks. 
 
 Too few photos are available for the other types to say much about 
what their markings may have been apart from the MiG-15s covered 
elsewhere. 
 
  

 ��������	��

Typical IL-10 '02' of the NKPAF. The rudder may have been Yellow on this one. 

At least two IL-10s '44' & '55' were captured at Kimpo 
when the U.N forces advanced in late 1950 
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Left: They were intact and apparently sent to the 
United States for technical investigation 
 
Top: Yak-9P 'Black 2' 
 
Above: Yak-9P 'Black 49' - there are more photos of 
this one on the AWM site 
 
The two left are 2 ex Japanese types taken over by the 
NKPAF. A Ki-54 transport and a Ki-36 'Ida' 

Photo of A77-862 'Duke of Bath'. Name appears to be either Black or Dark Blue. Photo RAAF Official 
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77 Squadron was operating in the Korean campaign with P-51 Mus-
tangs when they learned they were to be re-equipped with jet fighters. 
To their regret they were not the F-86 Sabres that the USAF were cur-
rently using but Gloster built Mk.8 Meteors. 
 
 Although the RAAF wanted Sabres, for a number of reasons the Gov-
ernment of the day purchased Meteors from the U.K. The initial batch 
of 15 Mk.8 and 2 T.Mk.7 aircraft arrived at Hiroshima on the 24th Feb-
ruary 1951 aboard a British aircraft carrier HMAS Warrior. The aircraft 
were transported to the Squadrons base at Iwakuni and prepared for 
flight by removing the material which they were covered in for anti cor-
rosion protection. 
 
 The Squadron continued Mustang operations until the end of April 
1951 while gradually converting the pilots to jet aircraft operations. The 
faithful P-51s were finally turned in on 4th May by which time a further 
20 Mk.8s had arrived along with four experienced RAF pilots to assist 
with the conversion process. Actual operations did not commence until 
July 1951 the main delay being caused by the American insistence 
that the aircraft be first equipped with ARN-6 radio compasses which 
were accommodated under a Perspex blister fitted on top of the fuse-
lage to the rear of the canopy 
 
 Initially the squadron used the aircraft for fighter sweeps and escort 
missions in the Yale River area known as ‘MiG Alley’ but when it be-
came obvious to all and sundry that the aircraft were no match for the 
MiG-l5 at the higher altitudes, the squadron was pulled off these duties 
and allocated to airfield defence and interception duties for which the 
aircraft’s high rate of climb made them particularly suitable. 
 

 
 At the end of 1951 the then current C.O W/C Ron Susans got permis- 
sion for the aircraft to undertake ground attack duties, initially with the 
20mm cannons only. At that time RAF Meteors were not cleared to 
carry bombs or rockets but 77 Squadron fitted their aircraft out to take 
these weapons. During the next 18 months the Squadron undertook 
thousands of ground attack sorties using these weapons and proved 
the aircraft to be a superlative ground attack machine. 
 
Other Pages 
 

Modelling Notes 
(1) Meteor Mk.8 
(2) Meteor T.Mk.7 and notes 
(3) Airframe Detail Drawings 
 
Photopages 
(4) Photopage 1 - from my collection 
(5) Photopage 2 - from Phil Hastie (ACTSMS) 
(6) Photopages 3 & 4 - from the Jack Harker collection 
 
Drawings 
(7) Drawings P1 
(8) Drawings P2 
(9) Drawings P3 - Courtesy of Juanita Franzi 
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 The RAAF received 97 Meteors during the Korean War - 4 T.Mk.7s 
and 93 Mk.8s ( a 94th was lost by the RAF in the course of delivery ).   
 
We will briefly run through the available modelling alternatives to pro-
duce these two marks. See the notes and drawings on the next two 
pages. 
 

F/Off R. Frayne, a former flying instructor in Australia in the cockpit of A77-139 'Dear Liz', Kimpo 1952. The name 
appears to be mainly Red with some Black highlighting. Photo RAAF Official 
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1/48th Scale 
 
 A British firm called Pamela Veal did an extremely nice Vacform of a 
Mk.8 in this scale. unfortunately this was never a very common kit and 
the company soon went bust. Alternatively Aeroclub did a very fine 
Vacform kit which may be much easier to build in the long run. 
 
 There is also the 1/48 scale injection kit of the Mk.I/III by Tamiya. 
This could be converted to a Mk.8 by lengthening the fuselage and 
building a new ‘tail unit as noted in the 1/72 scale notes but be 
warned, this entails a lot of work! It can be done as evidenced by the 
very fine model of Ryan Hamilton that he has displayed at Club Meet-
ings and which features on Hyperscale. 
 
 
1/72nd Scale 
 
 Ignoring such things as Vacform fuselages that used to be made by 
Aeroclub there are several possibilities that I know of here: 
 
 (l) Frog Mk.8 - The first kit was an injection model dating back to 
1956. Despite having no wheel wells, cockpit etc this was a surpris-
ingly nice kit but is rather academic as it is impossible to get now. 
 
 (2) Frog Mk.IV - released in 1970, this was quite a good kit and was 

till recently available under the Novo label. It could be converted to a 
Mk.8 by inserting a plug in the fuselage just behind the cockpit of a 
scale 26” and replacing the tail unit (horizontal and vertical) with the 
F8 type from a Matchbox kit. These areas are toned on the appropri-
ate drawing (below). 
 
 
(3) Matchbox kit -  This Co released a kit of the NF.11 to 14 night-
fighter variants in the 1980s. This is a reasonable kit and is currently 
available. Aeroclub make a set of injected conversion parts complete 
with vacform canopies to convert this to a Mk.8. Be warned however 
that what sounds an easy under doing is made into a nightmare by 
the fit problems of the Matchbox kit. Jim Travis will vouch for that !! 
 
 (4) Resin kits-  Both Czechmaster and from memory P.J Models from 
Belgium make 1/72 resin models of the Meteor Mk.8. The beautiful 
Czechmaster example built by Jim Travis has appeared at several 
meetings and been in the model pages of this publication in the past. 
Jim says it goes together wonderfully and is a hell of a lot easier to 
build compared to converting the Matchbox kit. The biggest problem is 
the relatively high price compared to an injection kit. 
 
 Obviously the modelling world badly needs new, up to date injection 
moulded, reasonably priced examples of these Meteors in both 1/72 
and 1/48 scale. 

Left- a photo of A77-862 'Duke of Bath' taken during the very cold Korean winter of 1952/53. Right is A77-866 'Lady 
Luck' taken at the same time. Photos via Bob Livingstone 
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(5) T.Mk.7 -  If you convert a Frog Mk.IV to a Mk.8 by using the Match-
box tail unit, you can then construct a T.Mk.7 from the Matchbox kit by 
using the Frog tail along with the NF.11 framed canopy and a slightly 
shortened nose. Note that the wings will also have to be shortened in 
span and the tips reshaped (also the wing cannons of the NF types 
need removing). See the drawing below . 
 
 Other points to note when building Meteor kits is that there were two 
sizes of air intakes on Mk.8s. The original design was the same as the 
Mk.IV but late build aircraft had more powerful engines which required 
more air flow and thus larger intakes. Also early aircraft had a solid 
rear portion to the canopy which was later changed to an all clear bub-
ble type. If you use the Aeroclub parts to convert the Matchbox kit, it 
gives you a choice of both types of canopy and with the Matchbox kit 
having both large and small engine intakes this enables you to model 
any variation. This is one obvious advantage to using this method. 
 
Colours and Markings 
 
 RAAF Meteors during the Korean War were in an overall silver dope 

paint scheme (not natural metal). National insignia were carried in the 
standard six positions as 'A' type roundels in the size and positions 
shown on the drawings. Serial numbers were carried on the rear fuse-
lage with the last three repeated on the nose, all in Black. These were 
usually in a stenciled style. Red ejection triangles and Black foothole 
stripes were carried below the cockpit. A small amount of less obvious 
stenciling was also carried (refer to photos if you want to try to repre-
sent it all, Modeldecal will supply it). 
 
A study of Korean Meteor shots shows that the majority of the aircraft 
names appear to have been painted in Red with Black shadowing, not 
plain Black as drawn in most sources in the past. Also the serial num-
bers are very irregular in their actual application and not always neatly 
lined up as per the instructions. 
 
 
 
Detail Drawings 
 
See the next page for a page of Mk.8 Detail Drawings. 

Group of Meteors taxying in Jul 1951. Lead aircraft is W/Cdr Dicky Creswell's A77-616. Photo RAAF Official 
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 These two shots are also of A77-854 and are USAF Accident Report photos taken after 854 came to grief in Mar 1953 (if you are wondering 77 
Sqn was under the control of 4 FW USAF at Kimpo for administrative purposes, thus the photos). Carries an unknown name at this stage which 

was not 'Hot to Trot'. 

 Left - A photo of Ken Murray's A77-446 'Black Murray' in an embarrasing situation  after the nose wheel just collapsed one day. Name is Red 
and Black, not plain Black and note uneven nature of serial. Right is A77-854 marked as 'Hot to Trot' which it carried at one stage. 

The next 2 photos are of A77-207 as flown by Sgt Frank Martin shown in 1952. Name is Red with Black outline as  is the 'Devil' insignia. This 
airframe has been confused with A77-17  in some publications. That is in error as 17 was 'Adieu' as flown by Bruce Gogerly on his MiG killing 

mission and drawings that have appeared in a number of places showing this aircraft as 17 are incorrect. 

Left is A77-15 'Elyane' with Bob Turner climbing out of the cockpit. 
Original photo shows that the name is indeed spelled 'Elyane' and not 
'Elyana' as had always been claimed in the past. At right - closeup 
showing typical rocket installation.  
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Left is a starboard side shot of A77-17 in flight. It carried the name 'Adieu' on the port side when flown by Bruce Gogerly on his MiG killing mis-
sion on 1 Dec 1951.  The second photo is of damage to an unknown airframe, probably flak related. 

2 photos taken at what appears to be Iwakuni showing the aftermath of a Typhoon that passed through the area. Lots of water was involved, re-
sulting in waves breaking against the sandbag revetment walls !! 

To Left is an early lineup of Meteors at Honshu Japan in 1951. At this stage aircraft names had not yet been applied. A77-305 in the foreground 
was soon renumbered as 702. Right - A lineup of Meteors being refueled. Appears to be taken at Honshu the same time as the other photo. 

Above shows A77-189 taxying with 728 in the background.  The next 
photo is of A77-258 shown from the front. This airframe carried an 
unusual insignia consisting of what appears to be a Negro's Head 
plus the name 'Mr Marm'.  
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 The following are a selection of the Kodachrome slides taken by 
Flight Lieutenant John Harker (normally called Jack) while serving 
with 77 Squadron RAAF as Engineering Officer. He was the Engi-
neering Officer at the time of the introduction of the Meteor and he  

 
 
was with 77 Squadron up through the period when they left Korea.  
 
 Stephen Harker (his son) advised that none of the slides had a full 
date or frame numbers on the cardboard mounts. He suspects the 
whole group were taken on the same day and that it is fairly late in 
the war.   

 Obviously the originals that are presented in the Electronic version of the magazine are much better as they are approx twice the size and in 
Colour.  With colour photos of Meteors being relatively scarce, we are glad to be able to present them here. Captions are the original ones that 

Steve Harker wrote on the web page where these were presented by him. 

 Left : Meteors after raid, pilots climbing out?                         Right :Meteors 77 Sqdn 

 Left : Meteors Taking Off                                                         Right :Meteors About To Take Off Korea 
 

Left : Meteor Taking off, Getting Unstuck Kimpo.                      Right :Two Of Our Meteors Korea 
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I would like to thank Mrs Judith Harker for giving permission to reproduce these Kodachrome slides in our publica-
tion and for Stephen Harker for arranging permission from his mother and other family members. 
 
Copyright Notice - Copyright is held by Mrs Harker and these slides may not be reproduced without her written 
authorisation.  

 Left : Meteor 77 Sqdn A77-851 'Halestorm'                           Right :Tea Club Maint Sect 77 Sqdn Converted C-46 

Left :F-86 ‘Sabres’ Taking Off Korea                                     Right :Famous 77 Squadron Hqtrs 
 

Left :Meteors Moving Out of Revetments For Strike               Right :Kimpo Strip Korea from 4000 ft Oct'53 
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Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-207, 'Bowl Em Over',  Korea, 1952.  
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 3 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions. The name 'Bowl Em Over' (and the devil drawing) appears to be Red with Black outlining. 

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-446, 'Black Murray',  Korea, 1952. 
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 3 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions. The name 'Black Murray' appears to be Red with Black shadows. 

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-15, 'Elyane',  Korea, 1952.  
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 2 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions. Note spelling of name 'Elyane' which is Red/Black. 

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-139, 'Dear Liz',  Korea, 1952. 
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 3 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions. The name 'Dear Liz' appears to be mostly Red with some Black highlighting. 
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Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-862, 'The Duke of Bath',  Korea, Winter 1952/3.  
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 3 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions. The name 'The Duke of Bath' is either Dark Blue as drawn or Black. Note the larger intakes on this and 866 which 
were fitted to aircraft with original production serials in the WH & WK ranges. 

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-866, 'Lady Luck',  Korea, Winter 1952/3. 
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 3 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions. The name 'Lady Luck' appears to be Black. Larger intakes and also the later clear view canopy fitted. 

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-616, W/Cdr Richard Creswell,  Korea, 1951.  
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 2 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions.  

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-854, 'Hot To Trot',  Korea, 1952/3. 
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 3 repeated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six posi-
tions. The name 'Hot To Trot' appears to be Black. 
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Many members would be aware that Juanita Franzi is the premier Aviation Illustrator in Australia. She has an interest in the history of the Me-
teor in Australian service and has kindly donated the two attached illustrations of 77 Sqn Meteors in Korean service. I would like to thank 
Juanita for giving permission to reproduce these illustrations in our publication.  The original drawings look a lot better in the CD format being 
larger and fully shaded to show variations in panels etc. 
 

Copyright Notice – Copyright is held by Juanita Franzi and these illustrations may not be reproduced without her written authorisation. 

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-868, 'Cap'n Mac',  
Korea, 1953. 
 
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 3 re-
peated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six positions. 
The name 'Cap'n Mac' is Yellow with Black outlines. 

Gloster Meteor Mk.8, 77 Sqn RAAF, A77-851, 'Halestorm', F/Sgt 
George Hale,  Korea, Apr 1953.  
 
Overall Silver scheme. Serials on Rear Fuselage (with last 2 re-
peated on nose) are Black. Type 'A' roundels in six positions. This 
is of course Hale's famous machine as it appeared immediately af-
ter the famous MiG killing mission of 4 Apr 1953. The name is 
Green (with small mounds of White Snow) superimposed on a 
Golden Yellow map of Tasmania. 
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When, on 25 June 1950. the North Koreans invaded South Korea, the 
Fifth Air Force had no way of determining the overall front line opera-
tions since photo reconnaissance in the Far East was not available. In 
an effort to rectify the situation, every available reconnaissance unit 
was assembled in Japan. The 162nd Tactical Reconnaissance Squad-
ron (Night Photo) and the 363rd Reconnaissance Technical Squadron 
arrived in August 1950, and were joined with the 8th Tactical Recon-
naissance Squadron (Photo-Jet), the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance 
Squadron and the 543rd Tactical Support Group. These were joined as 
one unit in September 1950. These units could not fill the need for a 
real Reconnaissance Wing, and consequently, the 67th was formed. 
The old units were deactivated and the new Wing, composed of the 
15th Tac Recon Squadron (Photo-Jet), the 12th Tac Recon Squadron 
(Photo-Night) and the 45th Tac Recon Squadron was formed. Support 
was provided by the 67th Recon Tech Squadron, and the 67th Tac Re-
con Group, Maintenance and Supply Group and the Medical Group.  
 
 The 15th used RF-80As and was assigned to cover airfields and sup-
ply routes by day; the 12th used B-26Cs and covered the same targets 
as the 15th (only at night), and the 45th used P-51s in front line visual 
and photo recon plus leading fighter bomber strikes. Flying from Japan 
severely limited the time over the target area, especially for the RF-
80s, and after the United Nations offensive in 1951, the wing moved to 
K-14, Kimpo Korea, rebuilding a destroyed air base. Late in 1951, with 
the introduction of the Russian built MiG-15’s, it became apparent that 
a faster recon plane was required and an interim fix was obtained in 
the conversion of F-86As for photo work. The conversion was accom-
plished in Japan under the project name ‘AshTray‘ but in Korea they 
were known as ‘HoneyBuckets‘. A further upgrading of the Wing was 
initiated in 1952 when the 45th began trading the well worn P-51’s in 
for rebuilt RF-80s.  
       
 The 15th flew RF-80’s, a few F-80Cs, RF-86s and a new T-33A, which 
arrived in late 1952. The RF-80s were of two types; those which had 
been manufactured by Lockheed at Burbank, and a later group which 
apparently were converted from standard F-80A fighters. This late 
group was brought up to some ‘C‘ model standards, including an elec-
trically operated canopy, internal modifications and sported a slightly 
different shaped nose. I have not been able to ascertain where these 
modifications were accomplished, but I would guess Japan. This is 
based on the fact that a standard F-80A, 45-8363, was a fighter at 
Naha, Okinawa, in 1949, went to Korea in 1950 with the 16th Fighter 
Squadron, was shot up in 1951 and delivered in 1952 as a photo ship 
to the 15th. The F-80Cs were used primarily for target marking using 
smoke rockets and a secondary use as armed escorts for the RF-80s 
where there was little possibility of MiG-15s showing up. These aircraft 
were hand-me-downs from squadrons converting to F-86s. The RF-
86As were used primarily for coverage near the Yalu River and its air-
fields. The two lower .50 calibers were removed, and a belly pod 
added with two K-24 cameras lying horizontally, shooting into mirrors 
for vertical photos. Some had a fixed window in the nose for the dicing 
camera laying forward of the battery, while others had a pair of retract-

able doors covering the lens. All carried the upper four .50 caliber ma-
chine guns, with all six ports open. The MacDonald Aircraft Mono-
graph - the North American Sabre by Ray Wagner indicates that nine 
A-5s were converted to RFs with numbers 183 thru 187, 196, 217, 
246, and 257. The 15th had six RF-86As numbered 187, 195, 196, 
217, 246, and 257. You will note that 195 is not listed in the Mono-
graph. FU-217 was lost late in 1952 over Hamhung with the 15th 
squadron commander, Major Williams.       
       
Editor's Note - Most of the History and Colours text in this article 
is adopted from an excellent article on the 67 TRW written by Bill Cof-
fey an ex member of the unit, that was published in the IPMS (USA) 
Qtr Vol.8/2 way back in 1973. 
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15 TRS Markings 
 
RF-80s 
 
National Insignia - Four locations with red bars. Camouflaged a/c--3 
locations. 
 
Tail Markings: Serial No. & ‘U.S.Air Force' Black, except Yellow on 
camouflaged aircraft. 
 
Buzz Numbers: Large size on nose sections   or 
                         Medium size on fuselage side  or 
                          Small size on fuselage side. 
 
All Buzz Numbers Black except Yellow on camouflaged a/c. 
 
Tail Band Colors: initially 4 flights of 6 a/c each - 
‘A‘  Flt - White 
‘B‘  Flt - Red 
‘C‘  Flt - Yellow  
‘D‘  Flt - Blue 
 
Later there was 6 flights of 4 aircraft. ‘E’ Flt - Green colour and the RF-
86 flight were added to the above. 
 
Turbine Band, Fuel Caps, Etc: Insignia Red. 
 
Wing Walks, USAF, Etc: Black 
     
RF-86As 
 
Standard F-86 Korean Theater Wing, tail, and fuselage bands are Yel-
low outlined in black. Black stripe up leading edge of rudder, some-
times extending to the fin/rudder tip. On some a/c, the fin tip was all 
black. I have not covered the RF-86s here in detail. 

 Typical RF-80A 44-85013 of the 15 TRS. The Yellow band is for 'C Flight'.  
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 Left :RF-80A 45-8306 of the 15 TRS. The White band is for 'A Flight'. Aircraft is unusual in having what appears to 
be Yellow outlines to the fuselage codes . Right :RF-80A 45-8375 'Ball of Fire' as drawn. Tail Band is Green 

 Left :Port side of RF-80A 45-8374. Name 'Mary Lou' ahead of the Shamrock. 100 mission markings in Red and Yel-
low flash on drop tanks can be seen. Right :RF-80A 45-8443 from the early days before tail bands were added. This 

photo could even be from the period when the unit was still designated 8 TRS  

 Left : RF-80A 45-8421 'Betty Fay'. Right : RF-80A 45-8389 'Shutter Bug'. The Tail Band is unusually narrow on this 
aircraft 

 Left : Starboard side of RF-80A 45-8374. Note no nose art on this side and Yellow outlines to small fuselage nos. 
Right : Closeup of the camera installation on RF-80A 44-85283 
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RF-80A, 15 TRS, 45-8363, Kimpo, 1952/3. 
Basic scheme as per above. Tail band is Yellow for 'C' flight. Japanese characters carried on starboard nose in Black. Two available photos 
show that there was no writing on the port side nose. Note that this airframe has been fitted with the electrically operated canopy but without 
the associated ejection seat from an F-80C airframe. RF-80s did not have ejection seats as they were based on the F-80A airframe. 

RF-80A, 15 TRS, 45-8306, Kimpo, 1952. 
Overall Natural Metal scheme. Anti-glare panel is Olive Drab (usually fairly faded). Tail Markings, Fuselage Serials, and 
'USAF' markings above starboard and below port wings (not shown here) are Black. National insignia in 4 positions. FT-
306 on fuselage is outlined Yellow and White tail band for 'A' flight. 

 RF-80A 45-8468 'Emma Dee' of the 15 TRS being serviced. 
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 References – Many are available showing machines from the 15 TRS. Not to be missed however is their website 8/15TRS 'Cottonpickers' 
at - 'http://www.cottonpickers.org'. This has a very large amount of info and is highly recommended. 

RF-80A, 15 TRS, 45-8468, Kimpo, 1952. 
Basic scheme as per above. Tail band is Yellow for 'C' flight. 'Emma Dee' in Black. White panel is for crew names although this one appears 
to be empty. 

        

RF-80A, 15 TRS, 45-8443, Kimpo, 1950. 
Basic scheme as per above. No tail band may indicate it is actually with the 8 TRS before they were redesignated 15 TRS. 

RF-80A, 15 TRS, 45-8375, Kimpo, 1952. 
Basic scheme as per above. Tail band is Green for 'E' flight. Nose art 'Ball of Fire' is in various shades of Orange & Red (see photo). 
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 I won't go into detail here on the unit's history. As noted in the article 
on the 15 TRS, the 45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron was one 
of the recce units that were moved to the Korean theatre when the war 
started in June 1950. Under the 67 TRW formed in Feb 1951, the 45th  
used P-51s for front line visual and photo recon plus leading fighter 
bomber strikes. An upgrading of the unit was initiated in 1952 when 
the 45th began trading the well worn P-51’s in for rebuilt RF-80s this 
being completed by year's end.  
       
 The 45th flew RF-80A’s, a large number of F-80Cs (fighters), RF-
80Cs (converted from F-80C fighters) and a couple of T-33As, which 
arrived in late 1952. The RF-80Cs were of two types; those which had 
been converted from standard F-80C fighters by installing 1 or 2 small 
downward looking cameras in place of the guns and a small number 
which had the camera noses from RF-80As bolted onto the front of the 
standard F-80C fuselage. This later group were to ‘C‘ model stan-
dards, including an electrically operated canopy, ejection seats and 
more powerful engine giving more thrust. These modifications were 
probably accomplished at the main modification base in Japan which 
did major overhauls. 
       
 The standard F-80C fighters were used to give escort to the unit's 
photo recce missions on their work around the front lines. As the MiG-
15s rarely ventured as far south as the bomb line, there was not a 
need for the F-86 escort that the 15 TRS received on their missions 
deep into the Yalu River area. 
       

�������	

45 TRS Markings 
 
RF-80s 
 
National Insignia - Four locations with red bars. Camouflaged a/c--3 
locations. 
 
Tail Markings: Serial No. & ‘U.S.Air Force' Black, except Yellow on 
camouflaged aircraft. 
 
Buzz Numbers: Large size on nose sections  or 
                         Medium size on fuselage side  or  

                
 
 
                Small size on fuselage side. 
  
All Buzz Numbers Black except Yellow on camouflaged a/c. 
 
Tail Band Colors: Dark Blue band with 4 rows of White 'Polka Dots'. 
The number of White dots in each row varied anywhere from 3-5 and 
there appears to have been no standardisation according to photos. 
During the P-51 period (not covered in detail) Polka Dots had also 
been carried on Blue Spinners and Wing Tips but this does not appear 
to have been applied to the F-80s. 
 
Squadron Badge - occasionally the unit badge (illustrated) was carried 
mid fuselage ahead of the Buzz no.  
 
Turbine Band, Fuel Caps, Etc: Insignia Red. 

 
Wing Walks, USAF, Etc: Black
 

 Typical RF-80C 49-438 of the 45 TRS. Converted from an F-80C fighter, there are cameras in the nose re-

RF-80A 48-5379 in standard 45 TRS markings 
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RF-80A, 45 TRS, 45-8348, Kimpo, 1952. 
Overall Natural Metal scheme. Anti-glare panel is Olive Drab (usually fairly faded). Tail Markings, Fuselage Serials, and 
'USAF' markings above starboard and below port wings (not shown here) are Black. National insignia in 4 positions. 'Boop' 
is in Black outline with fuselage silver showing through. Crew data block is White with Red lettering. 'Doreen' is in Red. 

Left : Standard F-80C fighter 49-718 used for armed escort missions. Right : A 45 TRS T-33 proficiency 

RF-80A 48-5269 which unusually has the 'Sylvester' 
emblem repeated forward of the unit badge  

Left : The 45 TRS badge as carried on 49-438 

RF-80A, 45 TRS, 45-8385, Kimpo, 1952/3. 
Basic scheme as per above.  
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References – There is no good single reference that I know of on the 45 TRS. The relatively few photos (compared to the 15th) are scattered 
throughout many different sources. 

RF-80C, 45 TRS, 49-1872, Kimpo, 1953. 
Basic scheme as per above. All is not what it seems. This like 49-438 above is a converted F-80C carrying a camera, the Red painted tubes in 
the nose are just that, tubes to give the impression of armament, not guns. Red outlined areas under cockpit are I assume crew data blocks 
but the photo is not close enough to see what might be written there. 

RF-80A, 45 TRS, 48-5467, Kimpo, 1952. 
One of at least two RF-80s that were sprayed on the upper surfaces with Olive Drab in an attempt to camouflage them. 
They originally served with the 15 TRS with Yellow tail bands and were later passed to the 45th. Serial etc markings are in 
Yellow. Other details as per page 1 notes. 

RF-80C, 45 TRS, 49-438, Misawa, 1952. 
Basic scheme as per above. Red stripes on wingtip 'Fletcher' tanks and 45 TRS badge carried on fuselage as per photos on previous 
page. Black crew data panel which appears to be void of writing. This is a converted F-80C with downward shooting cameras in place of 
guns. 
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 Believed to be a group of Migs dating from the early period of VVS involvement in Korea. Airframes from the 28 Gv.
IAD and 50 Gv.IAD were marked in this style. Photo VVS archives  

HISTORY 
 
 Many of our readers would be aware that the main opposition to the 
USAF and the RAAF in Korea was the MiG-15 and later MiG-15bis 
fighters flown by what was officially known as the 'Combined Air Army' 
of the NKPAF (North Korean Peoples Air Force). Discounting the efforts 
of the elements flown by Chinese and North Korean pilots (which even 
by the admission of Russian authors was not very effective and about 
which virtually no hard information is known), the main part was the 64 
IAK (Fighter Aviation Korp) of the VVS (Russian Air Force) which was 
posted to North Korea and Manchuria in Nov 1950 to redress the situa-
tion which had seen the U.N forces completely gain control of the air 
from the NKPAF. 
       
 64 IAK was an umbrella organisation which controlled the various VVS 
fighter elements that were posted to the theatre on a rotation basis for 
varying elements of time. The original units posted to North Korea were 
28 Gv.IAD (28th Guards Fighter Aviation Division) with 67 IAP and 139 
Gv.IAP (IAP = Fighter Aviation Pulk (Regiment)), 50 Gv.IAD (29 Gv.IAP 
and 177 IAP) and 151 Gv.IAD (28 Gv.IAP and 72 Gv.IAP). These units 
all arrived in the timeframe of Nov/Dec 1950 and returned home in Feb/
Mar 1951.  
 
 While these were theoretically Elite units most being Guards regi-
ments, they were not very successful in halting the stranglehold that the 
U.N forces had over the airwar  and thus the effect that they had on the 
ground war by virtue of denying sufficient supplies to the Communist 
forces and attacking large concentrations of enemy forces. The USAF 
and other Western Air Forces were not the only ones that had been run 
down to a state where they were no longer truly prepared for a shooting 
war. Most VVS regiments were in a similar state and it showed in their 
performance when the original group did not achieve what had been ex-
pected of them. 
    
 The original group of Regiments were replaced by 324 IAD (176 Gv.
IAP and 196 IAP) and 303 IAD (17 IAP, 18 Gv.IAP and 523 IAP) which 
arrived in Apr and Jun/Jul 1951 respectively. These two IADs had been 
Elite units in WWII (with 303 IAD being the unit that controlled the 
French 'Normandie-Niemen' Regiment and 324 IAD including 176 Gv.
IAP with which Ivan Kozhedub the top allied ace of WWII flew La-7s). 
Before deploying to Korea the commanders of these two Divisions 
(Kozhedub & G.Lobov) had insituted rigorous training schedules to pre-
pare themselves for what they knew they were going to face on arrival. 
 
 The more realistic training paid off in a big way. While these two IADs 
were in Korea they claimed a total of 215 and 302 victories respectively. 
Although this is obviously inflated (as are claims in all air wars and on 
both sides) it gives an indication of just how close the 64 IAK came to 

wrestling total air superiority from the U.N forces. It also explains why 
Col H.Thyng of the 4.FG USAF took the extraordinary step of going 
over the heads of his superiors and going to the Chief of the USAF di-
rectly and saying that if more Sabres were not sent to Korea, the U.N 
could no longer maintain control of the skies. It was also in this same 
period (2nd half of 1951) that the RAAF found they could not operate 
Meteors in the Air Superiority role without incurring prohibitive losses. 
 
 Just when it looked like the Soviets might win the airwar in Korea, for 
some reason 303 IAD were sent home in Dec 1951 and 324 IAD in Feb 
1952. Their replacements (97 IAD from PVO - Soviet Air Defence Com-
mand) proved to once again be poorly prepared for what awaited them 
and could not match the U.N forces which by now had received a sec-
ond group of Sabres (51 FIG) and several groups of F-84s for use in 
the Fighter Bomber role. From this point onwards although quite a large 
number of Soviet IAPs rotated through North Korea, none of them 
scored a large number of victories and they had little outcome on the 
war. 
 

COLOURS 
 
 Aircraft of the 64 IAK during the initial period (1950-52) were Natural 
Metal overall with NKPAF insignia in four positions only (on fuselage 
and underwing), 64 IAK not using upperwing roundels (the Chinese and 
Koreans did). Russian sources are divided between whether there was 
a White background to the roundels or not. However as all the photos 
that I could locate do not show White backgrounds, I have gone with 
those sources that state that it was not used. Ignore old (and not so old) 
Western sources that say Red Stars were used. This is nonsense as 
the Russians were not going to admit they were operating in Korea, so 
NKPAF insignia were used to disquise their presence. 
 
 Sometimes the NKPAF roundels show stencil breaks and others not. 
During this early period, Red areas were normally applied to the nose 
and/or tail tips with different patterns having been identified for the 303 
and 324 IADs (see their drawing pages). Nose 'Bort' numbers were usu-
ally applied in solid Red with a couple of exceptions in the sources that I 
have used. 
 
 From 1952 onwards the MiG-15s of 64 IAK were increasingly operated 
in camouflage. This seems to have consisted of a number of different 
schemes with little standardisation between different aircraft. The main 
change was that the fuselage roundels were now applied with a White 
background to make them stand out on the camouflage. One final note, 
the position of the fuselage roundel was not standardised as they were 
applied over the original red stars which differed in position and size de-
pending on which factory the airframe came from. See the Armada 
book listed later under References for more info on the variations . 
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 The aircraft belonging to 324 IAD seem to have been identified by 
painting the major portion of the nose area (up to the beginning of the 

windscreen)  Red with a cutout area around where the aircraft Bort 
numbers were painted being left in Natural Metal.  

 
 

 Unusually in this unit, the Bort numbers on the nose were not always 
painted in Red. Possibly different colours were assigned to the differ-
ent squadrons  within Regiments (IAPs) or there may be some other 
explanation. I don't think this is an error in the original Russian sources 
as the same info appears in several places, plus there are also photos 
which clearly show Black Bort Nos for instance. 

Left : Probably an aircraft of 176 GvIAP as it carries Black Bort no 823 (factory serial 108023). Right :The aircraft 
of S.Lt Gogolev from 176 GvIAP as drawn (factory serial 111025). 

MiG-15bis, 176 Gv IAP, 'Red 729', Capt Sergey Kramarenko 13v, 1952. 
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Red & Blue NKPAF insignia in 4 positions. Red '729' Bort no. Red area covering most 
of the forward nose but with a Natural Metal area left around the Bort nos. 

MiG-15, 176 Gv IAP, 'Black 125', S.Lt Gogolev, Apr 1951.  
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Red & Blue NKPAF insignia in 4 positions. Black '125' Bort no. Red area covering most 
of the forward nose but with a Natural Metal area left around the Bort nos. 
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The final two photos on this page show aircraft '325' (factory serial no 1315325) the machine of the top VVS ace in 
Korea Lt Ye.Pepeliayev, after it was damaged in combat on 6 Oct 1951. This aircraft was passed to other units af-
ter 324 IAD returned home and had a long career eventually being locally camouflaged in at least two different 
schemes in 1953. 

MiG-15bis, 196 IAP, 'Red 325', Lt Ye.Pepeliayev 23v, 1952. 
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Red & Blue NKPAF insignia in 4 positions. Red '325' Bort nos are outlined White. Red 
area covering most of the forward nose but with a Natural Metal area left around the Bort nos. This machine appeared on 
several decal sheets produced by people such as Aeromaster but with the Bort numbers being listed as '925'. This ap-
pears to have been an error as the photos clearly show '325'. 

MiG-15bis, 176 Gv IAP, 'Yellow 758', Capt Pavel Milauszikin 10v, 1952. 
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Red & Blue NKPAF insignia in 4 positions. Yellow '758' Bort no with Black outlines. Vic-
tory markings are plain Red stars. 
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 The second elite unit that arrived in mid 1951 to join 324 IAD was 303 
IAD. This had been one of the very best in 'The Great Patriotic War' as 
the Russians called W.W.II with up to 5 Regiments including the Free 
French 'Normandie-Niemen' unit being attached to it at any one time. 
When it arrived in Korea, 3 of these Regiments (17 IAP, 18 Gv.IAP 
and 523 IAP) were still part of it with many experienced pilots. 

 The aircraft belonging to 303 IAD were identified by painting the nose 
ring area and the vertical tails above the Horizontal stabilisers Red. 
The aircraft Bort numbers were painted Red in all known cases.  
  

 
 

MiG-15bis, 17 IAP, 'Red 132', N.V Sutagin 22v, Late 1951. 
As above but with Red '132' Bort no. Sutagin was the no. 2 ranking VVS ace in Korea. 

MiG-15bis, 523 IAP, 'Red 167', Lt D.Samoylov 10v, Aug-Sep 1951. 
As above but with Red '167' Bort no.  
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MiG-15bis, 523 IAP, 'Red 124', Aug-Sep 1951.  
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Red & Blue NKPAF insignia in 4 positions. Red '124' Bort no. Red areas covering the 
nose ring and the vertical tails above the Horizontal stabilisers. 
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MiG-15bis, 18 GvIAP, 'Red 344', N.V Babobin, Jul 1951. 
As previous page but with Red '344' Bort no.  

 During this period the first camouflaged aircraft started to appear 
(there seems to have been no standardisation to patterns etc). This 
and the general lack of fancy red areas (liberally splashed everywhere 

previously) seems to have been a result of the growing American air 
superiority. 
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MiG-15bis, 726 IAP, 133 IAD, 'Red 502', Maj N.Ivanov 9v (3 in Korea), Aug 1952. 
As above but with Red '502' Bort no. Both the Bort nos and the national insignia have stencil breaks. Note enlarged air 
brakes on this and the next profile. This aircraft was later camouflaged. 

MiG-15bis, ink unit, 'Red 231', 1952. 
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Red & Blue NKPAF insignia in 4 positions. Red '231' Bort nos with 
Black outlines. Red area covering the nose ring only. 
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During this period camouflaged aircraft appear to have been standard 
in service.  

(there seems to have been no standardisation to patterns and colours 
etc however).  

MiG-15bis, 16 IAP, 97 IAD, 'Red 03', Maj A.Boitsov 10v, 1953.  
Camouflaged Green and Tan upper and Light Blue lower surfaces. Red '03' Bort nos with stencil breaks. NKPAF insignias 
with White backgrounds. 10 Black victory stars. 

MiG-15bis, Chinese AF, 'Red 2249', S/Ldr Wang Hai 9v, Late 1952 
Overall Natural Metal scheme with Red & Blue NKPAF insignia in 6 positions (with stencil breaks). Red '2249' Bort nos (Chinese 
used 4 digit nos). Red area covering the vertical tail tip. Yellow victory stars with red outlines. S/Ldr Wang Hai was the top Chinese 
ace in Korea. 
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MiG-15bis,  518 IAP, 21 IAD, 'Red 271', Lt. F.P Fedetov, Oct 1952. 
Camouflaged Green and Tan upper and Light Blue lower surfaces. Red '271' Bort nos. NKPAF insignias with White back-
grounds. 
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MiG-15bis, 415 IAP, 133 IAD, 'Red 044', Maj Panov, May 1953. 
Camouflaged Green, Brown and Tan upper and Light Blue lower surfaces. Red '044' Bort nos. NKPAF insignias with White 
backgrounds. Note enlarged air brakes on this and the next profile. Scrap view of port nose shows position of 3 Red victory 
stars. 

References 
 
Armada Book no. 15 on the MiG-15 (highly recommended) plus the 
following Russian magazines- 
Mir Aviatsia 2/97 P.18  
History of Aviation 4/2001 P.30 
Aviachia 1/99 P.25  
Aviamaster 5/2001 P.49  
Aerohobby 2/94 P.24 
 
 
 
 

Modelling 
 
 There are of course a fair number of models available of the MiG-15 in 
all the major scales. One should however be aware that both the 
Tamiya kit in 1/48th scale and the Dragon kit in 1/72 have major shape 
and dimensional errors and are not recommended. Both have serious 
problems with the wing shape and other faults. 
 
 Although they are obviously not up to the modern moulding quality of 
the Tamiya and Dragon kits, you would be much better off reworking 
(rescribing if you are into that stuff) the older Monogram and KP kits in 
1/48 and 1/72 respectively as they are at least fairly accurate in out-
line. 

MiG-15bis, 913 IAP, 32 IAD, 'Red 393', Capt. S.Fedorets 7v, Apr 1953.  
As above but with Red '393' Bort nos. Note enlarged air brakes. Scrap view of port nose shows position 
of 4 Red victory stars. 
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 Due to a complete lack of time, I am not going to go into the history of 
The B-26 Invader in Korea. Suffice to say that the Invaders were the 
backbone of the Allied effort to stop the opposition from supplying their 
armies in the frontline. Most Communist supplies were moved at night, 
and it was the Invaders who cut of this road and rail traffic, making it im-
possible for the Communist side to stockpile enough supplies to mount 
a major ground offensive. 
 
 Invaders came in 3 basic types. The glass nose variant carried a bom-
bardier in the nose originally (A-26C - designated B-26C by the time of 
Korea). This variant became even more sought after when operations 
switched mainly to night work as the Navigator rode up front to more 
easily spot landmarks at night. As there was now a shortage of glass 
nose variants, some hard nose B-26B variants had glass noses grafted 
on - these can be spotted as they retained their wing guns which B-
26Cs did not have. 
       
 The other problem when interpreting photos, is whether a particular 
machine is equipped with turret armament (and if so whether the lower 
turret is still carried as they were often removed, especially once noctur-
nal missions became the norm) or whether the turrets have been re-
moved and replaced by a Shoran Blind Bombing installation which re-
placed the top turret. Shoran looks very much like the top turret (minus 
guns of course) but is slightly taller. Many photos however are taken 
from angles where it is very difficult to tell, hopefully I got it right  but no 
doubt John Horne will send a list of corrections once he gets a chance 
to peruse this article in detail. 
       
 Editor's Note - Most of the photos are scanned from various articles 
written by our old Assistant Editor John Horne who will be well known to 
the older members. Unfortunately due to the deadline I did not get a 
chance to borrow the original slides which would have given us much 
better reproduction, but what we have here is sufficient to illustrate my 
drawings. 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 

Invader 44-35989, the first aircraft of Colonel Nils Ohman, Commander of the 3 BW in 1951/52. 

'Jersey Bounce' was a modified B-26B 44-34317. As-
signed to 8 BS, 3BW in 1952.  

Closeup of the nose art on 'Jersey Bounce' 
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B-26C Invader, aircraft of Colonel Nils Ohman, Commander of the 3 BW, 44-35989, Kunsan Korea, 1951.  
Overall Gloss Black scheme. Serials on rear fuselage and tail, 'U.S Air Force' on tail and 'USAF' are Red, as is rear of en-
gine nacelle and prop warning stripe. Yellow trim on tips of tail and wings and Tail Code 'O', indicating aircraft maintained 
by 8 BS. There is a Yellow crew data block on nose (wording unknown) and prop hub is natural metal. Shoran equipped. 
Note the serial numbers are in a stenciled style which is unusual for Invaders. 

B-26C Invader, 8 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-34317, Kunsan Korea, 1952.  
Natural Metal scheme with Gloss Black painted engine nacelles. Tail markings, Serials and USAF titles are Black. White 
painted flash on the nacelle and around wing opening just outboard of nacelle. Yellow trim indicating 8 BS on tips of all fly-
ing surfaces - wing, tail and horizontal stabilisers. Nose art 'Jersey Bounce' is as per photo (map is Dark Green). Shoran 
equipped. Prop hub is natural metal. 

B-26C Invader, 37 Bm Sqd, 17 BW, 44-34342, K-9 Korea, 1953.  
Natural Metal scheme. Serials on rear fuselage and tail, 'U.S Air Force' on tail and 'USAF' are Black. Red trim indicating 37 
BS on tips of all flying surfaces - wing, tail and horizontal stabilisers, engine nacelle and prop hub. See detail drawing for 
position of mission markings (76) on nose. Shoran equipped. 
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 Most of the Invaders were originally in the overall Natural Metal 
scheme when the Korean War started. This scheme was seen right till 
the end of the war, but became increasingly rare when operations went 
over to nocturnal missions. When in this scheme it was very common to 
see Invaders with the engine cowlings and nacelles painted Black how-
ever, to hide exhaust staining that could be quite heavy. If the whole na-
celle was not painted Black, then the inside face of the cowl nearest the 
pilot was as an anti glare measure. 
 
 Early on in the war there were also a relatively small number of aircraft 
still painted in the old WWII scheme of Olive Drab upper surfaces with 
Neutral Grey under sides. It is probably just co-incidence but pretty well 
all of the airframes in this OD/NG scheme appear to have been 8 gun 
'Hard Noses'. On this scheme most markings were in Yellow. This 
scheme was usually repainted when the aircraft went in for overhaul, 
many of these aircraft ending up in the overall Black scheme. 
 
 The final common Invader scheme was the overall gloss Black scheme 
used for night operations. Although the paint is 'officially' Gloss, it 
should be noted that with weathering many aircraft went to a semi-gloss 
or even matt Black colouration. 
 
Invader Markings 
 
Standard Markings 
 
National Insignia - Four locations with Red bars. 
 
Tail Markings: Serial No. & ‘U.S.Air Force' Black on Natural Metal, Red 
on the Black scheme and Yellow on camouflaged aircraft. 
 
Serial Numbers: Medium size on rear fuselage behind the national in-
signia. On some aircraft these fuselage markings (insignia and serials) 
are a bit larger than on others. 
  
Colour- Black, Red or Yellow depending on camouflage. 
 
'USAF' titles above starboard and below port wing in Black, Red or Yel-
low depending on camouflage. 
 

Prop Warning Band, Fuel Caps, Etc: Insignia Red. Note: On the later 
Black scheme, the Prop Warning Band was sometimes Red with White 
outlines. 
 
Squadron Markings 
 
The squadrons designated their aircraft by virtue of painting the Sqn 
colour in a number of locations. Usual places were tips of all flying sur-
faces - wing, tail and horizontal stabilisers and engine nacelles (front 
and sometimes rear). The prop hubs and crew data blocks were some-
times also painted in Sqn colours. Some units also painted the individ-
ual aircraft letter on the tail in Sqn colours. 
 
  3 BW 
 
     8 BS - Yellow 
     13 BS - Red 
     90 BS - White 
      
 
  452 BG 
 
     728 BS - Green 
     729 BS - Red 
     730 BS - White 
     731 BS - Yellow 
 
   17 BW 
 
     34 BS - Green 
     37 BS - Red 
     95 BS - Blue 
       
Note - 731 BS of 452 BG was reassigned to the 3 BW which previously 
only had two Sqns and redesignated as 90 BS (changing it's colour in 
the process). Also in May 1952, the 452 BG (Reserve) was redesig-
nated as the 17 BW, with the 3 Sqns affected being renumbered. 

 
 

 

'Brown Nose', serial 44-34552, one of the best known Invaders, in it's later mainly Black scheme with 13 BS 
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'Gene's Machine' B-26B 44-34547. Assigned to 730 
BS, 452BG early 1951. Note mission markings  

Closeup of the nose art on 'Jersey Bounce' 

B-26B Invader, 730 Bm Sqd, 452 BG, 44-34552, 'Brown Nose', Miho AB Japan, early 1951.  
Olive Drab over Neutral scheme. Tail markings, Serials and USAF titles are Yellow. White painted tip of tail and wing to 
donate 730 BS. Prop hub is also White. Nose art 'Brown Nose' is as per the closeup photo of the art work but without the 
Black outline at this stage. Note there are 3 rows of mission symbols consisting of White bombs - 40 in each row, but the 
number actually in the 3rd row at this stage is unknown. Carries a Shoran installation. Note 2 replacement lower cowl flaps 
in Natural Metal. 

B-26B Invader, 730 Bm Sqd, 452 BG, 44-34547, 'Gene's Machine', Miho AB Japan, early 1951.  
Olive Drab over Neutral Grey scheme. Tail markings, Serials and USAF titles are Yellow. White painted tip of tail to donate 
730 BS. Nose art 'Gene's Machine' has the name in Yellow plus a Flesh coloured female figure with Black hair. Note there 
are 48 mission symbols consisting of Yellow bombs in 3 rows - 15 each in the upper two and 18 in the lower (see photo). 
Carries an upper turret only with DF loop relocated to under side of fuselage. Prop hub is natural metal. 

The second common version of the Invader menagerie was the 8 Gun 
'Hard Nose' version. These were originally designated A-26B (B-26B 
by the time of Korea). Originally these machines came equipped with 
turrets like most Invaders built, but in the later period of the Korean 
war many were fitted with Shoran instead. 

'Brown Nose' in Olive Drab scheme as drawn. Sorry 
for the composit, original is across 2 pages 
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'Brown Nose' in Olive Drab scheme taken a bit later. Tail let-
ter 'L' added in White. Note White mission markings on nose. 
The first 3 rows also appear to be on the picture on previous 
page 

B-26B Invader, 13 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-34552, 'Brown Nose', Kunsan Korea, 1952/3. 
'Brown Nose' was transferred to 13 BS in May 1952. When photographed it appears to have been in the overall Gloss Black scheme, with 
the nose of the machine at some time painted a Brown colour as a play on the name (note the Black area around the artwork where it was 
masked off). Serials on rear fuselage and tail, 'U.S Air Force' on tail and 'USAF' are Red. Red trim indicating 13 BS on tips of all flying sur-
faces - wing, tail and horizontal stabilisers, plus flash on engine nacelle and crew data block. Prop hub is polished natural metal. Letter 'D' 
on tail in White (standard for 13 BS on their Black aircraft). The area where the old bomb log had been is painted out with fresh Black paint. 
Carries a Shoran installation. 
 
Note - John Horne's opinion is that the whole fuselage is still in OD in this scheme. Depends on how you interpret the photos I guess.    

Close-up of 'Brown Nose'. This taken when in the 
later Black scheme as per photo below. The Black 
outline to the markings was not on the original OD 
scheme 

'Brown Nose'. This taken when in the later Black 
scheme and when assigned to 13 BS (note Red I.D 
colours). Tail code now 'D-Dog' in White. 
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The third common variation on the Invader fleet was the 6 Gun 'Hard 
Nose' version. These were originally also designated A-26B (B-26B 
by the time of Korea). As usual the machines could be fitted with ei-
ther turrets or Shoran. 
 
Not illustrated in my drawings there also existed the camera 
equipped RB-26s of the 12 TRS (Night) and a small number of ma-
chines fitted with what appears to be a H2S radar (or equivalent) ra-
dome under the fuselage, that were I believe used mainly for 
Weather Reconnaissance. 

'D-Dog', serial 44-35425, a six gun nose Invader, from the 90 BS 

B-26B Invader, 13 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-34230,  Kunsan AB Korea, 1952/3.  
Overall Gloss Black scheme. Serials on rear fuselage and tail, 'U.S Air Force' on tail and 'USAF' are Red. Red trim indicat-
ing 13 BS on tips of all flying surfaces - wing, tail and horizontal stabilisers, plus flash on engine nacelle and probably crew 
data block. Letter 'E' on tail in White. Prop hub is polished natural metal. Aircraft appears to be carrying upper and lower 
turrets and possibly twin aerial masts (or is that something sticking up in the background of the photo) ? 
         

'F-Fox' B-26B 44-34374. Assigned to 13 BS, 3BW 
early 1951. Note mission markings 
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Two photos of E-230 with 13 BS. To left as drawn it is 
in the all Black scheme.  

B-26B Invader, 90 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-35425, Kunsan Korea, 1952/3. 
Overall Gloss Black scheme. Serials on rear fuselage and tail, 'U.S Air Force' on tail, 'USAF' titles and rear of engine na-
celles are Red. White tail trim indicating 90 BS. Letter 'D' on tail in White. Prop hub is Black. Appears to have extended 
blast tubes for the nose guns (not reflected in the drawing). Carries a Shoran installation. 

B-26B Invader, 13 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-34374, Iwakuni AB Japan, early 1951.  
Natural Metal scheme with Black painted engine nacelles. Tail markings, Serials and USAF titles are Black. Red painted tip 
of tails and wing to donate 13 BS. Prop hub is polished natural metal. Letter 'F' on tail in Black. Note there are 7 rows of 
mission symbols consisting of Black bombs - 20 in each row, but the 5 rows under the cockpit are mostly hidden behind the 
engine cowl on the drawing (see photo). Aircraft is carrying an upper and probably also lower turret. Olive Drab anti glare 
panel with Black area around the nose guns. 

Earlier when it was in Natural Metal with the 8 BS, the 
name 'Empty Saddle' and appropriate artwork was car-
ried on the port side. Whether this was painted over 
when the airframe was painted Black I don't know at this 
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Modelling 
 
 Not an awful lot of choice here at the moment. You can choose the Air-
fix kit in 1/72 scale - nice kit but it suffers from the 'Airfix Rivetter Syn-
drome' and according to John Horne the engines are upside down if 
installed as per the instructions. Don't bother with any others in this 
scale, for instance the Monogram kit. Supposedly MPM are going to do 
new A-26 and A-20 Havoc kits in this scale but don't hold your breath. 
 
 In 1/48 scale there is the Monogram kit (which has also been released 
in a Revell box if I remember rightly). Once again a nice kit but not up 
to Tamigawa standards. But at least it is a lot more reasonably priced 
than whatever mortgage inducing figure would be involved if Tamiya or 
Hasegawa release a new kit of a big type like the Invader. 
 
References 
 
 OK the most knowledgeable person on Korean War B-26 Invaders is 
our old (as in some years ago) Assistant Editor John Horne. You really 
should try to dig out the following if interested in some great photos. 

The most accessible thing that John wrote (as in it's in English and 
probably easier for most people to find) is the article in Scale Aircraft 
Modelling (SAM) May 1992. Beware there are some errors in the draw-
ings because the artist never bothered to consult with John (makes you 
wonder how on earth they expect to ever get anything right) which were 
corrected, along with some additional info in 'News & Views' issues 9/2 
and 9/4 in 1993. 
 
 In addition he had some great material in the following foreign lan-
guage magazines. FANA (Le Fana de l'Aviation) from France issues 
300-304 inclusive (Nov 1994 - Mar 1995). Also Koku Fan (Japan) is-
sues Sep & Oct 1994. Also published by the Koku Fan people were 
some photo spreads in Air Combat issues 1-4 and 21. Note all these 
mostly use different photos, so are all useful. 
 
 There is also the writings of Warren Thompson. Although these are 
more accessible, all being in English be warned that they should be 
treated more as photo spreads than serious History as there can tend 
to be a number of errors in the facts. I won't give a detailed list, they are 
fairly well known (Osprey etc) to those interested in the subject. 

 

'Jig-300', serial 44-34300, a six gun nose Invader, from the 8 BS 

Same from a different angle 'Jig-300', serial 44-34300 in it's 2nd scheme with the 8 
BS. Note mission markings  
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B-26B Invader, 13 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-34300, Kunsan Korea, 1952/3. 
After transfer to the 13 BS, it was repainted in the overall Gloss Black scheme. Serials on rear fuselage and tail, 'U.S Air 
Force' and 'USAF' titles and rear of engine nacelles are Red. Red trim indicating 13 BS on tips of wings and vertical tail 
and flash on engine cowling. Crew data block is still Yellow. Letter 'J' on tail in White.  Prop hub is polished natural metal. 
The prop warning stripe is again Red/White but does not cover the data block this time. Still carries upper and lower tur-
rets, but the upper is not painted. 

B-26B Invader, 8 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-34300,  Kunsan AB Korea, 1951. 
Scheme is as per above apart from Yellow flash added on engine cowlings and crew data block in same colour below cock-
pit. Also note the mission markings visible in the photos and the prop warning stripe which is now Red/White on the portion 
below the data block. See detail nose drawing re these points. The name 'Dot' is no longer carried. 

B-26B Invader, 8 Bm Sqd, 3 BW, 44-34300, 'Dot', Kunsan AB Korea, 1951.  
Natural Metal scheme with Black painted engine nacelles. Serials on rear fuselage and tail, 'U.S Air Force' on tail and 
'USAF' are Black. Yellow trim indicating 8 BS on tips of wing, and vertical tail. Red end to rear of engine nacelle. Prop hub 
is polished natural metal. Sharkmouth is red with Black lips and White teeth. Name 'Dot' is Black with Red shadows. Air-
craft appears to be carrying upper and lower turrets. 

And just to prove that aircraft markings are not static, three 
different schemes carried by one Invader over a period of time. 
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 The RAAF and RAN of course used other types during the Korean 
War apart from the Meteors that I covered in detail. The most numer-
ous was the P-51D/K Mustang (mostly U.S built but a few CAC built ex-
amples did serve) which was of course extensively used by 77 Sqn be-
fore the Meteors. Lack of time prevents me covering them here. 
 
 There was also a Wirraway serving as a hack with 77 Sqn in Japan, 
that got to Korea. Anyone got photos of this one? Another type that 77 
had a single example of was a C-47 Dakota. That single Dakota even-
tually grew into a flight of 8 aircraft (known as 30 Transport Flt) which 
handled the intra theatre movement of people and supplies in the Ja-
pan/Korea area (don't forget most of their work was transporting cargo 
and carrying personnel on behalf of the Army) not the RAAF. 
       

 Transport of equipment from Australia to Japan/Korea was handled by 
the C-47s of 86 Transport Wing which was the main RAAF transport 
organisation at the time. They used large numbers of aircraft, marked 
similar to the example at left. In addition there were the carriers of the 
RAN that operated off the coast of Korea doing ground strikes. They 
mainly flew Sea Furies and Fireflies plus a small number of other types. 
 

Other Countries 
 
 It should not be forgotten that there were a total of 21 countries in-
volved in the U.N co-alition in Korea, and most of them operated air-
craft of some kind. Attached is a photo of a Greek C-47 for example, I 
have also seen photos of such things as Turkish L-19 Birddogs and 
French C-47s on the net. 

77 Sqn RAAF P-51 Mustang during the Korean War. Has the Red/White/Blue spinner that most of them carried. 

Greek C-47 

C-47 transport belonging to 30 Transport Flt 
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 (2001) Museum's New Spitfire Mk.XVI Replica 
       
 The Museum's replica Spitfire was built in New Zealand and flown to 
RAAF Base Pearce, Western Australia, in 1985 by a Royal New Zea-
land Air Force C-130 Hercules. It was erected and painted at Pearce 
before being placed on a pylon outside the museum. This replaced an 
original Spitfire 22 which the Royal Australian Air Force Association 
had purchased in the United Kingdom in 1958. 
 
 The replica was constructed at the RNZAF Base Woodbourne. The 
moulds, taken from an original Spitfire 16, were so good that rivets, 
panels and slight surface damage were faithfully copied. The Here-
taunga Central Institute of Technology (NZ) supplied information on the 
materials to be used as well as assisting in the design of the internal 
steel structure of the replica. Weighing 4000 lbs it was designed to 
withstand wind gusts of 300 kph. The replica remained on its pylon until 
March 16, this year, when it was brought down for repair and repainting. 
It was replaced a month later. 
 
 The dismantling was carried out by museum volunteers and the paint-
ing by a team of seven Surface Finishers from No 25 (City of Perth) 

Squadron under Flight Sergeant Ron Pease. Flight Sergeant Pease 
has been a RAAF Reservist for 35 years which makes him the longest 
serving RAAF reservist in Western Australia. During this time he has 
previously worked on the museum's original Spitfire 22 and also on its 
Avro Lancaster. 
 
 No 451 Squadron was in existence from 1941 to 1946 and served in 
Egypt, Syria, Northern Italy, Southern France and the United Kingdom. 
Alter the war it was part of the occupation force in Germany. The proj-
ect was initiated and co-ordinated by Al Clarke, Museum Curator with 
research on the squadron history and aircraft colour co-ordination car-
ried out by Mick Mirkovic. 
 
Editor's Notes: The above press release and photos from Jim Grant 
were provided by Mick Mirkovic. 
 
 It should also be noted that the references supplied by Mick for 'aircraft 
colour co-ordination' consisted of a copy of my 451 article from 'News & 
Views' way back in 1984. Yes that drawing taped by the cockpit is a 
blow up of part of my old drawing - Steve.  
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Ventura 'Classic Warbirds' books #8 & #9 

 I have received copies of the latest two publications in the Ventura 
'Classic Warbirds' series of books from Malcolm Laird. I showed them at 
the last Nov club meeting to those who were interested (having received 
them the day before) and my more detailed comments are listed below. 
Also attached are scans of the covers and a sample drawing from the 
Ventura advertising on their website. 
 
 These latest issues mark a major departure from Malcolm's usual 
theme in that they don't concentrate on a single aircraft or tight theme 
as the first five issues did. Malcolm has switched to a magazine-style 
theme combining a number of non-related aircraft and aircraft themes. 
This allows him to use a lot of very interesting accumulated material 
that is not of sufficient quantity to justify a separate publication on it. He 
has also switched back to the original (Israeli & ANZAC Spits) style of 
fold-flat binding (rather than the squared-edge variety) to allow for plans 
to flow across the centre pages 
 
  
Classic Warbirds Nr 8 has 66 pages - ten of which are in colour includ-
ing front and back covers. Two major themes are covered - 26 pages of 
USAF Mitchells and P-38s which were involved the attacks on Rabaul in 
Nov 1943 and 32 pages on RNZAF Venturas in the Pacific. In addition 
there is one page plus colour illustration of a 13 Sqn RAAF Ventura 'SF-
R' 'Green Dragon', photos and info for which was supplied by the re-
viewer. 
 
 There are a total of 13 RNZAF plus 1 RAAF Ventura illustrated in col-
our. The Rabual article has 6 Mitchells, 4 P-38s, & 1 Zero drawn in this 
issue. Additionally there is a large number of photos illustrating the air-
craft drawn plus a very extensive text including detailed notes on 
RNZAF colours as applied to their Venturas. 
 
 This book is highly recommended as virtually the RNZAF Ventura ma-
terial fills a large hole in previously available material. There is also very 
good material on the Mitchells used by 3 BG and 38 BG during the at-
tacks on Rabaul. These two new issues should be available in the local 
shops about now, for about A$25.00 ea which is the price of previous 
releases. 
    
 

Classic Warbirds Nr 9 has 66 pages - eighteen of which are in colour 
including front and back covers. Three major themes are covered - 32 
pages of giving a detailed history of the Avia S-199 'Mule' (the postwar 
Czech built Me-109 variant), 8 pages of late war Luftwaffe fighters and 
night fighters and 26 pages on the history of 307 Sqn Polish AF concen-
trating on their Defiant, Beaufighter and Mosquito aircraft. In addition 
there is a small amount on night fighters flown by NZ pilots - a Mosquito 
and Hurricane.  
 
 In this one there are 8 Avias, 3 Luftwaffe fighters, 8 Pol-
ish Nightfighters & 2 Kiwi flown machines drawn in profile. 
Many of these airframes have multiple views drawn. The 
Avia material is particularly useful, giving a detailed his-
tory of the types development and service use by the 
Czechs and Isrealis, 4 pages of cockpit and other detail 
photos in colour and 4 pages of highly detailed 1/48 scale 
plans of this type. I was also very interested in the previ-
ously unseen photos of a Mosquito flown by a NZ pilot 
with 604 Sqn, complete with 'Kiwi & Fern Leaf' symbol on 
the crew door. 
        
 Highly recommended particularly for the Avia and Mos-
quito material. Once again the local price will be around A
$25.00 once they are in the shops. 
 
 
Reviewed by Steve Mackenzie 
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Display Models Sep, Oct & 
Nov Meetings  
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does not 
have the 375+ photos comprising the models from the Sep, Oct and Nov meetings 
which are on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in here.                                                                                        
 
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to repro-
duce them. For those with an Internet connection who are not aware, Mick photo-
graphs ALL the models at every IPMS and APMA meeting (and also the occa-
sional AMMS meeting) with his digital camera and posts them to his website at 
‘http://www.fortunecity.com/skyscraper/siliconex/1710/Link_page.html’usually 
within a couple of days after the meeting. 
 
Mick's site includes many more photos than those presented here. There could be 
anything from 1-6 photos of each model on his site. A visit is greatly recom-
mended 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 


